St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School
Year 4 Art and Design Long Term Overview
Term

Topic

Key Learning

BLUE ABYSS

AUT 1

Know how to use line, tone shape and colour to represent
figures.
Know how to show facial expressions and body language in
sketches.
Draw using a variety of tools and surfaces.

Activities
SCULPTURE
Look at Anthony
Gormley’s sculpture, Another Place, on
Crosby Beach, Merseyside- example on
Twinkl. Study photographs and video clips
taken at different times and tides and talk
about the sculpture’s effect and impact.
Give reasons why they think the artist chose
cast iron for his sculpture and talk about the
current and long-term effects that the sea
will have on the figures. Discuss their ideas
about the meaning of the work and express
their thoughts in discussion, before making
sketches of isolated figures with attention to
form and shape.
Questions to consider:
How does the sculpture make you feel?
What atmosphere does it create on the
beach?
How does the natural environment help
with this?
Compare and contrast Another Place with
other examples of beach sculptures, such as
Sean Henry’s Couple in Newbiggin-by-theSea in Northumberland.

Vocabulary
line
tone
shape
abstract
shade
bright
vivid
contrast
emotion
cold
warm
brushstroke
cross-hatching
scale
proportion

DRAWING/ PAINTING
Experiment with colour to create more abstract colour
palettes- blues for leaves.
Experiment with watercolour.
Explore intensity of colour to develop shades

Seascapes
Look at a range of seascape paintings
and drawings, talking about the
various ways in which artists
represent the sea. Identify the
materials used and consider how the
artist creates the sea’s mood,
movement and depth. Write a
review of their favourite work,
explaining what they like about it
and how it makes them feel.
Experiment in a sketchbook with
techniques seen in artworks and
then work on a larger scale to create
a seascape.

foreground
background
mood
depth
abstract
shade
hue
intense
vibrant
brushstroke

Term

Topic

SPR 1

POTIONS

Key Learning
Know how to use line, tone shape and colour to record
observations.
Investigate ways of joining clay-scratch and slip.

Activities
SCULPTING /USE OF SKETCH BOOK
Perfume bottles
Observe a range of perfume bottles
looking at shape, function and form.
Design a fabulous bottle which could
hold a magical potion using a
sketchbook to develop ideas about
shape, colour, form and pattern. Create
bottles using clay and finish by glazing.
Note: Children should be given
opportunity to practise slabbing and
coiling clay before attempting finished
form.

Vocabulary
line
tone
shape
colour
scratch
slip
pattern
form
glaze
slabbing
coiling

SUM 1

TRADERS
AND
RAIDERS

Know how to use line, tone shape and colour to represent
pattern.
Know how to print on different materials

Outdoor Learning Opportunities:

WORKING WITH COLOUR- TEXTILES
MARK MAKING- PRINTING
Look at and copy a range of intricate
Anglo-Saxon pattern work. Use their
drawings to create print blocks using
either polystyrene with a drawn design
or a relief block using string, card and
glue. Print onto squares of cotton fabric
using a range of printing inks.
Note: Red and gold were popular AngloSaxon colours, although for a strong
visual pattern children could use white
paint on black fabric or black paint on
white fabric. For easy and effective
printing, encourage children to simplify
the pattern without losing its key
features.

line
tone
shape
colour
pattern
block- print
intense

